HOW COMBAT® SOURCE KILL® WORKS: COMO FUNCIONA:

1. Ants enter bait station and leave after eating bait inside. Las hormigas entran en la estación de cebo y comen el cebo.

2. Ants carry bait back to colony and kill queen and other ants. Las hormigas llevan cebo a la colonia y matan a la reina y otras hormigas.

This product contains a totally unique insecticide ingredient which kills most ants commonly found in homes. COMBAT® bait stations are effective because ants carry bait back to where they live in the colony and all ants come in contact with the bait. It even kills ants you don't see outside of your home to prevent more ants from coming inside. This product kills the following ants which feed on sweet and greasy materials: Fire Ants, Argentine, Black, Carpenter, Formic, Pavement Ants. This product is easy to use and has no insecticide odor.

GUARANTEED TO WORK OR YOUR MONEY BACK! Call 1-800-225-3228 for Information.

EFFECTIVE GUARANTEED O.LLE INVOLVEREMOS S U.WO QMREMA Para Información Llame a la línea de Atiende Combat® 1-800-225-3228.

The distinctive design and graphics of this package are proprietary and owned by The Dial Corporation, A Avern Company.
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PLEASE RECYCLE EMPTY CARTON FOR REUSE. NO BULDLING ON CARTRIDGE (BCO).

EASY TO USE
No vapors, fumes or odor
Child-resistant baits
Facil de usar
No deja vapor, humo ni olor
Estaciones de cebo resistentes al contacto de niños

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
Do not remove or puncture the label or bait stations.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: MODO DE EMPLEO:

It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with the labeling.

SE CONSIDERA UNA VIOLACION A LA LEY FEDERAL USAR ESTE PRODUCTO CON OTROS FINES QUE LOS NARCISOS EN LA ETIQUETA.

1. Use all 6 baits; place baits by ant trails or close to areas where ants are numerous. Place additional baits anywhere ants may gain entry to food.

2. Do not spray insecticide on or around the bait stations.

3. Replace all 6 baits after 3 months of use to keep ants from reappearing.

Reemplazar todos los 6 cebos cada 3 meses de uso para evitar que las hormigas regresen.